PREPARATION AU TOEFL
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Réf. : 2096L

OBJECTIFS DE LA FORMATION

Etre capable d'obtenir le TOEFL
PRÉ-REQUIS

PUBLIC CONCERNÉ
Toute personne veuillant valider
ce test reconnu

Sur test

MOYENS PÉDAGOGIQUES ET MODALITÉS D'ÉVALUATION
Salles de cours équipées de : matériels audio -Tableaux. Validation des connaissances au fur et
à mesure. Un bilan détaillé suit chaque action de formation.

DURÉE ET DATES

CONTENU ET MÉTHODES MOBILISÉES

-Durée :
PERSONNALISABLE

Un test de positionnement est réalisé en amont de la formation.
About the revised TOEFL® Paper???delivered Test
The revised TOEFL® Paper???delivered Test consists of 3
sections ??? Reading, Listening, and Writing. The
test is about 3 hours long, and all sections are taken on the same
day.
Test Format
The table below summarizes the structure of the test.
Section Questions Time
Reading 42 multiple???choice 60 minutes
Listening 34 multiple???choice Approximately 60 minutes
Writing 2 constructed???response 50 minutes
Total 78 2 hours 50 minutes
Each section is separately timed. The 2 questions in the Writing
section are also separately timed.
Overview of the Test Sections
Reading Section
The Reading section measures your ability to understand
university???level academic text written in
English. The test uses reading passages from university???level
textbooks that introduce a topic. The
excerpts are changed as little as possible so the test can measure
how well the test taker can read actual
academic material.
The passages cover a variety of subjects. You do not need to be
familiar with the topic, because the
passage contains all the information needed to answer the
questions.
The Reading section contains 3 passages, with 14 questions about
each passage. There are 3 question
types in this section:
· questions with 4 answer choices and a single correct answer in
traditional multiple???choice
format
· questions with 4 answer choices and a single correct answer that
ask you to ???insert a sentence???
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where it fits best in a passage
· ???reading to learn??? questions with more than 4 choices and
more than 1 correct answer.
Listening Section
The Listening section measures your ability to understand spoken
English in an academic setting.
Listening material in the test includes lectures and conversations.
You can take notes on all listening
material throughout the entire test.
The Listening section contains 2 conversations and 4 lectures, with
5???6 questions about each.
There are 2 question types in the Listening section:
· traditional multiple???choice questions with 4 answer choices
and a single correct answer
· multiple???choice questions with 2 correct answers out of 4
choices
Writing Section
The Writing section measures your ability to write in English in an
academic setting. It contains 1
integrated task and 1 independent task.
In the integrated writing task, you will:
· take notes on what you hear and read, and use them to organize
information before writing
· summarize, paraphrase, and cite information from the source
material accurately
· write about the ways the information you heard relates to the
information you read
For example, in an academic course, a student might be asked to
compare and contrast the points of
view expressed by the professor in class with those expressed by
an author in the assigned reading
material. The student must successfully draw information from
each source to complete the task.
In the independent writing task, you will express an opinion about
an issue and support it based on your
own knowledge and experienc
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